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Julie Lænkholm’s practice is rooted in the ideas and methods inherent to collective learning.
Investigating techniques and practices traditionally passed down orally from generation to
generation, Lænkholm explores a predominantly female-driven history and knowledge which
has been forgotten or otherwise actively ignored. Through her practice, she aims to bring these
lost narratives back into focus, and place them within a contemporary discourse.

Lænkholm’s works are often textile based. She begins with fabrics such as wool, silk, or denim,
and treats the materials using natural, plant based dyes and needle felting techniques sourced
from her ancestral village Húsavík in Iceland. With a painterly approach, Lænkholm uses her
archive of naturally dyed wool (also from Húsavík) as form of paint, and the needle felting
technique as her brush – stitching life into the naturally dyed silk. In this way, Lænkholm
connects the present with the ancient, and allows her works to function as portals—unlocking an
atmospheric presence that can be readily sensed.

The works in Dying Ocean Metal Waterfall are inextricably intertwined with the natural world.
Some of the fabrics were dyed by Lænkholm in the ocean at sunset, and are infused with the
ebbing light of the setting sun. Others were wrapped around the trees, and bear unique marks
granted in an exchange between the fabric and the tree trunks. In one work, even the trace
imprint of a spider’s web remains. The imagery contained within these pieces is inspired by
interstellar nurseries, the year of the Tiger, as well as more abstract elements of nature.

Additional inspiration for Lænkholm’s work has come from the nordic tradition of using songs
and rhythm to share patterns, prior to the use of written language. Following in her desire to
breathe new life into lost practice, Lænkholm sang Angelic Song language while weaving the
metal piece in the exhibition– striving to imbue the work with the frequencies of the song. Seen
in both Nordic myths and the teachings of Renaissance alchemist and astronomer to Queen
Elizabeth I, John Dee, Angelic Song language allows the singer to channel the higher energies
for the collective good.

Lænkholm has further explored the tradition of songs and collective breath in through group
performances. As part of Dying Ocean Metal Waterfall, Lænkholm will present a poem poetry



potion sung by friends at the opening celebration Wednesday, March 2nd at 7:00 pm.

Julie Lænkholm (b. 1985, Denmark) lives and works in Copenhagen, Denmark. Recent solo
exhibitions of her work have presented by Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen, Denmark;
Matsushima Bunko Museum, Matsushima, Japan; Tranen Space for Contemporary Art,
Hellerup, Denmark; VI Gallery, Copenhagen, Denmark; RØM Artist Space, Copenhagen,
Denmark; Sodu4, Vilnius, Lithuania; and Húsavík Musejm, Húsavík, Iceland. She is a graduate
of Parsons, The New School of Design in New York. Laenkholm is also trained as a cardiac
nurse and brings an understanding of medicine and science to her practice, recently finishing a
three year degree in Nordic Plant medicine.

Support for Dying Ocean Metal Waterfall has been provided by the Danish Arts Foundation.
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